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Glossary
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

Advisory Board - a group of international business leaders to help AIRE determine the economic
impact of its actions;
AI Base Technology - technology which exists and does not bring novelty and a degree of
uncertainty;
AIRE - acronym for ‘AI & Robotics Estonia’;
AIRE Demonstration Project - a project to be carried out in the manufacturing industry, which
justifiably leverages AI and AI-enabling technologies (including robotics) by providing access to
digital transformation expertise and testing and experimentation services/facilities. The technology,
methodology, or prototype tested and validated during the demonstration project must bring novelty
and a degree of uncertainty (e.g., a tailor-made solution);
AI Prerequisite Technology - context-aware technology that creates or processes data
automatically. There is a degree of uncertainty - the technical solution will emerge as the work
progresses;
AI Technology - technology which applies generally accepted AI algorithms and methods;
EDIH - acronym for a ‘European Digital Innovation Hub’;
EMTAK - acronym for ‘Eesti Majanduse Tegevusalade Klassifikaator’ in Estonian or The Estonian
Classification of Economic Activities. This is the national version of the international harmonised
NACE classification;
GBER - acronym for ‘General Block Exemption Regulation’, which enables EU governments to to
grant aid to a wider range of companies without having to request prior permission from the
European Commission. The exemption is designed to reduce administrative burdens on national
and local authorities and to encourage EU governments to channel aid towards economic growth
without giving recipients an unfair competitive advantage. This is a specific domain under state aid
regulation;
IMECC - acronym for ‘Innovative Manufacturing Engineering Systems Competence Centre’;
Innovation advisory services - consultancy, assistance and training in the fields of knowledge
transfer, acquisition, protection and exploitation of intangible assets, use of standards and
regulations embedding them;
Innovation support services - the provision of office space, data banks, libraries, market
research, laboratories, quality labelling, testing and certification for the purpose of developing more
effective products, processes or services;
Intangible assets - assets that do not have a physical or financial embodiment such as patents,
licences, know-how or other intellectual property;
Knowledge Transfer - any process which has the aim of acquiring, collecting and sharing explicit
and tacit knowledge, including skills and competence in both economic and non-economic
activities such as research collaborations, consultancy, licensing, spin-off creation, publication and
mobility of researchers and other personnel involved in those activities. Besides scientific and
technological knowledge, it includes other kinds of knowledge such as knowledge on the use of
standards and regulations embedding them and on conditions of real-life operating environments
and methods for organisational innovation, as well as management of knowledge related to
identifying, acquiring, protecting, defending and exploiting intangible assets;
KPI - acronym for ‘key performance indicator’; KPIs are the critical (key) quantifiable indicators of
progress toward an intended result. KPIs provide a focus for strategic and operational
improvement, create an analytical basis for decision making and help focus attention on what
matters most;
‘Off-the-Shelf’ - Commercial off-the-shelf or commercially available off-the-shelf products are
packaged hardware or software, which are adapted aftermarket to the needs of the purchasing
organisation, rather than the commissioning of custom-made, or bespoke, solutions;
Test Before Invest - a category of services, which may include: awareness raising, digital maturity
assessment, demonstration activities, visioning for digital transformation, fostering the integration,
adaptation and customisation of various technologies, testing and experimentation with digital
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technologies (software and hardware), knowledge and technology transfer. Special focus will be
on the key technologies promoted in Digital Europe Programme: HPC, AI, and Cybersecurity;
SME - acronym for a ‘small and medium-sized enterprise’;
Steering Committee - a group of representatives from the AIRE consortium. The steering
committee validates and approves AIRE key decisions, including approving the demonstration
projects as a last step before work can begin;
VTA - acronym for ‘vähese tähtsusega abi’ in Estonian or de minimis aid regulation. This is a
specific domain under state aid regulation.
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Introduction
AI & Robotics Estonia (AIRE) is a member of the European Digital Innovation Hub (EDIH) network. Our
larger aim is to increase the competitiveness of Estonian enterprises. We do this by offering a range of
services to businesses.
The AIRE demonstration projects service allows manufacturing companies to test AI and robotics
technologies before investing, encouraging further investment in digital technologies. Based on the
call for ideas, AIRE’s team provides extensive support for selected demonstration projects, which justifiably
leverage AI and AI-enabling technologies (including robotics). The technology, methodology, or prototype
tested and validated during the demonstration project must bring novelty and a degree of uncertainty (e.g.,
a tailor-made solution). The expected results of the AIRE demonstration projects are at least partly
reusable in other enterprises and economic sectors.

Objective
The AIRE demonstration projects service supports knowledge transfer from AIRE partner universities to
manufacturing companies for acquiring, collecting, and sharing explicit and tacit knowledge, including skills
and competence mainly in the form of consultancy, testing, and research collaboration. Besides scientific
and technological knowledge, it includes other kinds of knowledge such as knowledge on the use of
standards and regulations embedding them and on conditions of real-life operating environments and
methods for organisational innovation.
As a part of its awareness-raising mission, AIRE provides preliminary feedback to all businesses applying
to join the demonstration projects service before finalising the application. If needed, we can briefly validate
the idea on a technical level and explain the funding methods from your perspective. Additionally, we will
answer specific questions about intellectual property procedures. To gain access to this preliminary
feedback, the applicant should reach out to AIRE demonstration projects service lead Otto Mättas.
Applicants can familiarise themselves with previous demonstration projects via AIRE Youtube channel.
Ideas applicable for applying to the AIRE demonstration projects service include:
● Testing and validating automatic guided vehicles in a complex warehouse setup;
● Testing and validating AI-based prediction models;
● Testing and validating a collaborative robot with some never-before-tested application;
● Testing and validating AI-based employee training;
● Testing and validating algorithmic or decision tree based approaches to customer support;
● Testing and validating computer vision solutions in a novel way;
● Etc.
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Process Overview
1. AIRE announces the call for ideas for AIRE Demonstration Projects on the AIRE website; the call
for ideas stays active until stated otherwise;

2. The applicant fills out the application and submits it via email;
3. AIRE collects all the submitted applications before the next advisory board meeting;
4. AIRE evaluates the applications in three stages:
a. If the application does not meet the necessary criteria, AIRE will give feedback to the
applicant on what to improve to apply again (if possible);

b. If the applicant reaches the third and final stage of the evaluation procedure, they will get a

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

chance to introduce their project idea to the AIRE advisory board (see Advisory Board
Evaluation);
AIRE comprises all relevant details about the demonstrative projects for the AIRE Steering
Committee to approve;
AIRE creates all legal documents (including the cooperation agreement) necessary to start the
project;
The development team creates a detailed time plan for the project;
The applicant (manufacturing company) signs the legal documents (including the cooperation
agreement) and sends them back to AIRE via email;
Work on the demonstration project can officially start;
The results of the demonstration project will be published in 6 - 9 months.

The Applicant
The eligible applicant is a small or medium-sized enterprise (SME) based on its last two fiscal years:
● Up to 250 employees;
● Turnover up to €50 million;
● Balance sheet total up to €43 million;
● The company has no tax debts or payment difficulties;
● For verification, the applicant can use the SME self-assessment tool provided by the European
Commission.
In the e-Business Registry, the eligible applicant has listed under the EMTAK code from section C (the
manufacturing industry).

The Development Team
●

●
●

The development team is put together and led by a field researcher from an AIRE partner
university. AIRE partner universities are:
○ Estonian University of Life Sciences;
○ Tallinn University of Technology;
○ University of Tartu;
Additionally, the development team can be put together and led by a field expert from the AIRE
partner Innovative Manufacturing Engineering Systems Competence Centre (IMECC);
Non-academic experts, engineers, IT developers, and undergraduate and postgraduate students
(e.g., for writing a thesis) are all welcome to join the team.
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Funding
The total cost of running a demonstration project is €60,000.
80 % of the total cost is incurred by the development team.
20 % of the total cost is incurred by AIRE. This portion includes AIRE management cost, digital
maturity assessment cost for the successful applicant, and AIRE club events participation cost for
the successful applicant.

Up to 25 % of the cost incurred by the development team can be the sub-contracting costs to
acquiring IT development services from IT companies.

The AIRE demonstration projects service falls partly under the state aid regulation for manufacturing
companies. The demonstration project can be financed through:
● The de minimis aid regulation - the Estonian state covers up to €24,000 of the total cost of
the project (40 % of the total cost of up to €60,000);
● The General Block Exemption Regulation Article 25 - each demonstration project application
leveraging this measure is analysed individually (e.g., in terms of co-financing);
● The General Block Exemption Regulation Article 28 - each demonstration project application
leveraging this measure is analysed individually (e.g., in terms of co-financing);
● A mixture of state aid measures - each demonstration project application leveraging this
measure is analysed individually (e.g., in terms of co-financing).
The European Commission covers up to €36,000 of the total cost of the project (60 % of the total
cost of up to €60,000).
Additionally, the use of the AIRE demonstration service can be self-financed by the applicant.

The amount of funding needed can differ from the default (€60,000) based on the specific needs of
running a demonstration project. To discuss funding options, the applicant should reach out to AIRE
demonstration projects service lead Otto Mättas.
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The State Aid Regulation
AIRE can fund projects under the de minimis aid regulation, the General Block Exemption Regulation
article 25, the General Block Exemption Regulation article 28, and a mixture of all the listed state aid
measures.
The state aid regulation does not apply if the company self-finances and covers the total cost of the
demonstration project.

The de minimis Aid Regulation (VTA)
The de minimis aid regulation translates to vähese tähtsusega abi (VTA) in Estonian.

The de minimis aid is an aid which, because of its small amount, does not distort competition within the
European Union. AIRE can leverage this measure.
While using VTA only, the total cost of running a demonstration project can be up to €60,000. The Estonian
state covers up to €24,000 of the total cost of the project (40 % of the total cost of up to €60,000);
The total cost consists of the following:
● 80 % of the total cost is incurred by the development team;
● 20 % of the total cost is incurred by AIRE. This portion includes AIRE management cost, digital
maturity assessment cost for the successful applicant, and AIRE club events participation cost for
the successful applicant.
By applying to run a demonstration project, the applicant confirms the following:
● They are eligible to receive aid under the VTA regulation;
● They have a sufficient balance of aid left (for the whole group) under the VTA regulation. The
applicant can check their current aid balance using a tool on the state aid and VTA registry website
(in Estonian);
● They agree to AIRE reserving necessary aid balance in the VTA registry at the start of the
demonstration project, right after the legal documents (including the cooperation agreement) are
signed;
○ E.g., for a demonstration project with a total cost of €60,000, AIRE will reserve €24 000 in
the VTA registry.
As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

The General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) Article 25
There are different provisions under the General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) to give aid. AIRE
can leverage Section 4 - aid for research and development and innovation, and Article 25 - aid for research
and development projects. Each demonstration project application leveraging this measure is analysed
individually (e.g., in terms of co-financing).
1. Aid for research and development projects, including research and development projects having
received a Seal of Excellence quality label under the Horizon 2020 or under the Horizon Europe
programme and co-funded research and development projects and, where applicable, aid for
co-funded Teaming actions, shall be compatible with the internal market within the meaning of
AI & Robotics Estonia (EDIH) is co-financed by European Digital Innovation Hubs Programme of the Digital Europe Programme and the Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications
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Article 107(3) of the Treaty and shall be exempted from the notification requirement of Article
108(3) of the Treaty, provided that the conditions laid down in this Article and in Chapter I are
fulfilled;
The aided part of the research and development project shall completely fall within one or more of
the following categories:
○ fundamental research;
○ industrial research;
○ experimental development;
○ feasibility studies;
The eligible costs of research and development projects shall be allocated to a specific category of
research and development and shall be the following:
○ Personnel costs: researchers, technicians and other supporting staff to the extent
employed on the project;
○ Costs of instruments and equipment to the extent and for the period used for the project.
Where such instruments and equipment are not used for their full life for the project, only
the depreciation costs corresponding to the life of the project, as calculated on the basis of
generally accepted accounting principles are considered as eligible;
○ Costs for of buildings and land, to the extent and for the duration period used for the
project. With regard to buildings, only the depreciation costs corresponding to the life of the
project, as calculated on the basis of generally accepted accounting principles are
considered as eligible. For land, costs of commercial transfer or actually incurred capital
costs are eligible;
○ Costs of contractual research, knowledge and patents bought or licensed from outside
sources at arm's length conditions, as well as costs of consultancy and equivalent services
used exclusively for the project;
○ Additional overheads and other operating expenses, including costs of materials, supplies
and similar products, incurred directly as a result of the project;
The eligible costs for feasibility studies shall be the costs of the study;
The aid intensity for each beneficiary shall not exceed:
○ 100 % of the eligible costs for fundamental research;
○ 50 % of the eligible costs for industrial research;
○ 25 % of the eligible costs for experimental development;
○ 50 % of the eligible costs for feasibility studies;
The aid intensities for industrial research and experimental development may be increased up to a
maximum aid intensity of 80 % of the eligible costs as follows:
○ by 10 percentage points for medium-sized enterprises and by 20 percentage points for
small enterprises;
○ by 15 percentage points if one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
i.
the project involves effective collaboration:
● between undertakings among which at least one is an SME, or is carried
out in at least two Member States, or in a Member State and in a
Contracting Party of the EEA Agreement, and no single undertaking bears
more than 70 % of the eligible costs, or
● between an undertaking and one or more research and
knowledge-dissemination organisations, where the latter bear at least 10
% of the eligible costs and have the right to publish their own research
results;
ii.
the results of the project are widely disseminated through conferences, publication,
open access repositories, or free or open source software.
The aid intensities for feasibility studies may be increased by 10 percentage points for
medium-sized enterprises and by 20 percentage points for small enterprises;

While using GBER article 25 only, the total cost of running a demonstration project can be up to €60 000.
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As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

The General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) Article 28
There are different provisions under the General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) to give aid. AIRE
can leverage Section 4 - aid for research and development and innovation, and Article 28 - innovation aid
for SMEs. Each demonstration project application leveraging this measure is analysed individually (e.g., in
terms of co-financing).
1. Innovation aid for SMEs shall be compatible with the internal market within the meaning of Article
107(3) of the Treaty and shall be exempted from the notification requirement of Article 108(3) of the
Treaty, provided the conditions laid down in this Article and in Chapter I are fulfilled:
2. The eligible costs shall be the following:
○ costs for innovation advisory and support services;
3. The aid intensity can be up to 100 % of the eligible costs provided that the total amount of aid for
innovation advisory and support services does not exceed EUR 200 000 per undertaking within
any three year period.
While using GBER article 28 only, the total cost of running a demonstration project can be up to €60 00.
As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

A Mixture of State Aid Measures
There are different measures under the State Aid Regulation to give aid. AIRE can leverage a mixture of
them. Each demonstration project application leveraging a mixture of state aid measures is analysed
individually (e.g., in terms of co-financing).
As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

Co-financing
There is no obligation to use co-financing when using aid under the state aid regulation. However, the
recommended level of co-financing is at least 10% of the total cost of the demonstration project. While
using aid under the state aid regulation, the co-financing portion can only be a financial contribution.
While co-financing, the total cost of running a demonstration project can be discussed (the default is
€60,000).
The total cost consists of the following:
● 80 % of the total cost is incurred by the development team;
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20 % of the total cost is incurred by AIRE. This portion includes AIRE management cost, digital
maturity assessment cost for the successful applicant, and AIRE club events participation cost for
the successful applicant.

As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

Self-financing
The state aid regulation does not apply if the company finances and covers the total cost of the
demonstration project. While self-financing, the total cost of running a demonstration project can be
discussed (the default is €60,000). AIRE will help determine the total cost of the demonstration project in
direct discussions with the applicant based on the applicant's needs and the idea.
The total cost consists of the following:
● 80 % of the total cost is incurred by the development team.
● 20 % of the total cost is incurred by AIRE. This portion includes AIRE management cost, digital
maturity assessment cost for the successful applicant, and AIRE club events participation cost for
the successful applicant.
As a default, each successful applicant will gain access to the following benefits:
● Participation in the AIRE club events for networking;
● Digital maturity assessments. AIRE is required to assess the digital maturity of each successful
applicant once a year. AIRE partner IMECC assesses digital maturity using their methodology and
software developed specifically for this purpose.

Eligibility of Expenditure
●

●

●

The costs necessary for the realisation of the demonstration project (salaries, rental and
depreciation of equipment during the project, supplies, licences, transport and other costs directly
justified by the realisation of the project) are all allowed. Eligible expenditure for aid falling
exclusively under GBER Article 25 or GBER Article 28 is, however, limited to the costs stipulated
above;
The project funding may only cover the costs incurred by AIRE partners:
○ Innovative Manufacturing Engineering Systems Competence Centre (IMECC);
○ Estonian University of Life Sciences;
○ Tallinn University of Technology;
○ University of Tartu;
Costs incurred by the applicant are not eligible. The applicant receives state aid in the form of the
AIRE demonstration projects service.
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Requirements
Application
By applying to run a demonstration project, the applicant agrees to:
● Have the application signed by a registered board member;
● Provide the details of its group companies when holding over 50 % share in the group.

Timeframe
The duration of the demonstration project is estimated to be between 6 and 9 months. The development
team may not incur costs before signing a cooperation agreement.

Details
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

To apply for AIRE's demonstration project service, all the applicant needs to do is fill out and
submit an application;
The call for ideas is open all year round, with projects started 3 - 4 times each year, after each
advisory board evaluation meeting;
AIRE will carry out the evaluation procedure to select AIRE demonstration projects;
AIRE demonstration projects service does not support the acquisition or deployment of AI base
technologies or 'off-the-shelf' solutions;
The development team carries out an AIRE demonstration project on an open research principle the results of the demo project must be worthy of publication (i.e., the development team must
have scientific expertise);
Reusability principle - the demonstration project results can be reused by other companies in the
sector; the development team lead ensures the reusability;
University costs are allowed;
Pending: As per request from partner universities, AIRE demonstration projects service will be
informed by Technology readiness levels designed for Horizon Europe projects. These guidelines
are currently in development. AIRE will include the guidelines in the call for ideas at a later time.

Proposed Solution
AI base technologies - technologies which exist and do not bring novelty and a degree of
uncertainty. Testing and validation of such technologies are not eligible in the scope of the AIRE
demonstration projects service.

AI prerequisite technologies - context-aware technologies that create or process data automatically.
There is a degree of uncertainty - the technical solution will emerge as the work progresses. Testing
and validation of such technologies are eligible actions in the scope of the AIRE demonstration
projects service. The company must have a clear plan to implement AI technologies as the follow-up
action.

AI technologies - technologies which apply generally accepted AI algorithms and methods. Testing
and validation of such technologies are eligible actions in the scope of the AIRE demonstration
projects service.
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Expected Results
●
●
●

●

A user experience story - the company reflects on the project, and AIRE publishes the user
experience story at the end of the project;
A technological deliverable - the development team works in a GitHub environment; the code
repository with the documentation is made public at the end of the project;
A final report - a comprehensive report on the project is essential for AIRE coordination. The
development team lead is responsible for finalising the report before the end of the project. AIRE
will publish the document at the end of the project;
Informational video - the development team collaborates with the AIRE marketing team to create a
video about the project (see the AIRE Youtube channel for examples).

Publication
●
●
●

In principle, AIRE expects the publication of all project results (this includes the user experience
story, the technological deliverable, and also the final report);
AIRE publishes the results on the AIRE website, the AIRE GitHub organisation, and the AIRE
Youtube channel;
Exceptions are made only on an individual basis, project by project (e.g., the enterprise
self-finances the project and wishes to keep all the technological deliverables afterward);

Intellectual Property
As stated before, the AIRE demonstration projects service supports knowledge transfer from universities to
manufacturing companies. The service does not expect the creation of new intellectual property. At the
same time, creating intellectual property during the project is highly encouraged.
Intellectual property created during the demonstration project might be considered indirect state aid. AIRE
will help navigate these situations case by case and in communication with the company and the
development team.
In general, we expect the technological results of the project to be published by the development team
under an MIT license via GitHub. To discuss other options (e.g., if intellectual property created
independently by the applicant or third parties is used for the project), the applicant should reach out to
AIRE demonstration projects service lead Otto Mättas.

Expected Impact
It is necessary to describe the numerical economic impact of the project on the applicant (a percentage is
also suitable). The figure below shows examples of indicators that can be measured before, during, and
after running the demonstration project.
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Evaluation
The call for ideas is open all year round. AIRE evaluates applications 3 - 4 times each year. The schedule
for evaluations is related to advisory board evaluation meeting dates. AIRE publishes the dates via the
AIRE website.
AIRE evaluates each application in three stages:
● Technical evaluation;
● Expert evaluation;
● Advisory board evaluation.

Technical Evaluation
AIRE will check all the technical details described on the application to validate the idea’s eligibility. If the
application does not meet the necessary criteria, AIRE will give feedback to the applicant. The feedback
includes details on what to improve to apply again (if possible).

Expert Evaluation
AIRE comprises an expert committee to dive deeper into the AI component of the proposed idea. This is
done in two parts:
● Expert assessment;
● Expert scoring.

Expert Assessment
AIRE’s AI expert and a procured AI expert will investigate the proposed solution details described on the
application to validate the idea’s eligibility. The experts will take and express a position on the AI
component in the context of AIRE and the proposed demonstration project. If the application does not meet
the necessary criteria, AIRE will give feedback to the applicant. The feedback includes details on what to
improve to apply again (if possible).

Expert Scoring
AIRE procures 2 - 3 experts from the industry to make an expert committee. The committee will score the
applications based on set criteria. AIRE presents the scoring to the advisory board with all the previously
gathered details about the application (including the expert assessment and the technical evaluation).
The experts score a potential demonstration project using the evaluation form that logically corresponds to
the application form. Each committee member will assess the applications individually, in a total of 4 main
categories. In addition, each committee member will provide free-form feedback and comments.
The experts score in 4 categories:
● 20 % - General:
■ 5 % - Demonstration Project Objectives;
■ 5 % - Problem(s) to be Solved;
■ 5 % - Expected Results;
■ 5 % - Reusability;
● 20 % - Development Team;
● 20 % - Novelty;
● 40 % - Economic Impact and KPIs;
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Advisory Board Evaluation
AIRE has a group of international business leaders to help determine the economic impact of its actions
based on the KPIs. The advisory board does not evaluate the project quantitatively, it gives qualitative
advice and recommendations instead. Currently, AIRE advisory board consists of the following members:
● Andrus Durejko (Ericsson Eesti);
● Andres Sutt (The parliament of Estonia - The Riigikogu);
● Jukka Patrikainen (ABB Baltics);
● Jaan Puusaag (Krimelte, Wolf Group).

The Presentation
Each applicant who enters round-table discussions for evaluation will get a chance to present their idea to
the advisory board:
● The presentation is individual per applicant;
● The presentation is confidential and not shared publicly in any way;
● The presentation should not be more than 5 minutes;
● The presenter can choose the presentation format;
● A discussion between the applicant and the advisory board will follow;
● The advisory board will ask additional questions to determine the economic impact of the potential
demonstration project if not clear.
AIRE expects the applicant to be present on-site or online. At least one representative from the
manufacturing company and the development team lead are expected to be present.

What’s next?
After evaluation, AIRE comprises the list of demonstrative projects with evaluation results. AIRE presents
this information to the AIRE steering group, which will make the final decision. Currently, the AIRE steering
group consists of one representative from each AIRE partner organisation, except for The Tallinn University
of Technology, which has two representatives as the AIRE lead partner.
If the application is not approved, AIRE will give feedback to the applicant on what to improve to apply
again (if possible). The application has succeeded through many stages already. The chances of being
denied at this point are slim but still present. The steering group’s reasoning for not approving a potential
project has to be solid and understandable.
When the application is approved, AIRE will notify the applicant (in no more than five working days) via
email. The successful applicant will create a detailed timeframe for running the project. AIRE will then
provide all the legal documents before the start of the demonstration project. As the legal documents can
vary from project to project, it might be necessary to have a term negotiation with the successful applicant
and the leader of the development team.
Finally, the work can begin!
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Annex 1. AIRE Demonstration Projects Service Application
The fillable form can be found on the AIRE website.
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Demonstration Projects Service
Call for Ideas to Boost the Competitiveness of the Estonian Manufacturing Industry

Application Form
Demonstration Project Title

Name

Email

Phone Number

example@example.com

Country Code

Company Name

Company Registry Code

Company EMTAK Code

No. of Employees

Turnover

Balance Sheet Total

First Name

Last Name

Phone Number

A Brief Description of the Company
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Project number:
101083677
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The Development Team Lead
Name

The Development Team Lead
Email

The Development Team Lead
Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

Phone Number

A Brief Description of the Development Team

all team members should be listed here; include the CV of the project lead as a separate document

Objectives of the Demonstration Project

Challenge to Be Solved with the Demonstration Project

Novelty

AI & Robotics Estonia (EDIH) is co-financed by European Digital Innovation Hubs Programme of the Digital Europe Programme and the Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications
Project number:
101083677
Create your own automated PDFs with Jotform PDF EditorIt’s free

Demonstration Project Budget

Co-Financing / Self-Financing

total cost up to €60,000 under state aid regulation

the recommended level of co-financing is at least 10%

The Use of State Aid under State Aid Regulation
De minimis aid regulation (VTA);
The General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) Article 25;
The General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) Article 28;
A mixture of state aid measures;
The company self-finances and covers the total cost of the demonstration project.

Demonstration Project Timeframe in Stages
Stage Period

Expected Results from Stage

Describing the Challenge
Describing the Solution
Testing / piloting
Validation
Publishing

Demonstration Project's Potential Economic Impact and KPIs

Demonstration Project Expected Technological Results
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Annex 2. AIRE Demonstration Projects Service Application Evaluation
The fillable form can be found on the AIRE website.
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Project number: 101083677

Demonstration Projects Service
Call for Ideas to Boost the Competitiveness of the Estonian Manufacturing Industry

Application Evaluation Form
Demonstration Project Title

Technical Evaluation
Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

Phone Number

Yes
Does the applicant have less than 250 employees?
Does the applicant have less than €50 million turnover?
Does the applicant have less than €43 million balance sheet total?
Is the applicant free of tax depts and payment difficulties?
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Expert Evaluation

Expert Assessment

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

Phone Number

Expert Assessment of the Idea Eligibility and the AI component

main focus on the described solution

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

Phone Number

Expert Assessment of the Idea Eligibility and the AI component

main focus on the described solution
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Expert Scoring

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

Phone Number

7

8

9

10

Demonstration Project Objectives - 5 %
Problem(s) to be Solved - 5 %
Expected Results - 5 %
Reusability - 5 %
Development Team - 20 %
Novelty - 20 %
Economic Impact and KPIs - 40 %

Evaluator Comments
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Expert Scoring

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

Phone Number

7

8

9

10

Demonstration Project Objectives - 5 %
Problem(s) to be Solved - 5 %
Expected Results - 5 %
Reusability - 5 %
Development Team - 20 %
Novelty - 20 %
Economic Impact and KPIs - 40 %

Evaluator Comments
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Expert Scoring

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

Phone Number

7

8

9

10

Demonstration Project Objectives - 5 %
Problem(s) to be Solved - 5 %
Expected Results - 5 %
Reusability - 5 %
Development Team - 20 %
Novelty - 20 %
Economic Impact and KPIs - 40 %

Evaluator Comments
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Advisory Board Evaluation
Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Evaluator Name

Evaluator Email

Evaluator Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

Last Name

Last Name

Last Name

Last Name

Phone Number

Phone Number

Phone Number

Phone Number

Evaluation Summary

main focus on economic impact

Comments
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Annex 3. AIRE Demonstration Project User Experience Story
The fillable form can be found on the AIRE website.
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Demonstration Projects Service
Call for Ideas to Boost the Competitiveness of the Estonian Manufacturing Industry

User Experience Story
Demonstration Project Title

Name

Email

Phone Number

example@example.com

Country Code

The Development Team Lead
Name

The Development Team Lead
Email

The Development Team Lead
Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

First Name

Last Name

Phone Number

Company Name

Last Name

Phone Number

A Brief Description of the Development Team

all team members should be listed here
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Aim of the Demonstration Project

Challenge Solved with the Demonstration Project

Technological Developments Done During the Project

Key Figures

describe important figures related to the project (e.g., how long it took to design / install / test the solution; costs made)

Lessons Learned During the Project

describe the lessons you and your company learned related to the project

Outcome

describe the impact and other qualitative / quantitative results of the project

Target Audience
describe other industrial companies that could use / further develop the published solution
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Annex 4. AIRE Demonstration Project Final Report
The fillable form can be found on the AIRE website.
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Demonstration Projects Service
Call for Ideas to Boost the Competitiveness of the Estonian Manufacturing Industry

Final Report
Demonstration Project Title

Name

Email

Phone Number

example@example.com

Country Code

The Development Team Lead
Name

The Development Team Lead
Email

The Development Team Lead
Phone Number

First Name

example@example.com

Country Code

First Name

Last Name

Last Name

Phone Number

Phone Number

A Brief Description of the Development Team

all team members should be listed here
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General Project Information
Demonstration Project Objectives
Objective

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Specific Features of the Proposed Solution
Feature

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Demonstration Project Tasks
Task

Free Form Description

1
2
3
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Tested and Validated AI Solution
Technical Input(s)/Sensor(s)
Input/Sensor

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Technical Output(s)/Action(s)
Output/Action

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Validation of the Solution
Validation

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Published Results
Result
1

GitHub Repository

2

Technical Documentation

Free Form Description

Link

3
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Future Prospects
Potential Plans for the Future
Objective

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Transferability
Preexisting Technical Conditions to Test the Solution in a New Environment
Condition

Free Form Description

1
2
3

Potential Sectors and Companies to Test the Solution Next
Sector/Company

Free Form Description

1
2
3
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Marketing Materials
these might be adjusted in communication with the demonstration project development team lead

Demonstration Project One-Sentence Description

Demonstration Project Description

4 - 5 sentences

Demonstration Project Title in Estonian

Demonstration Project One-Sentence Description

Demonstration Project Description

4 - 5 sentences
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Annex 5. Code Repository Template for the Development Team
The development team will have a dedicated team space on AIRE GitHub, including a code repository. For
the duration of the demonstration project, the team can work privately in the code repository.
AIRE will publish the code repository after the completion of the demonstration project. The code repository
will be shared through other public channels, such as the AIRE website and the kratid.ee website.

Template code repository: https://github.com/ai-robotics-estonia/_project_template_
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Annex 6. Eligible Technology Examples
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